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The Fibonacci sequence illustrates the truth and beauty of 

mathematics all around us—in sea shells, sunflowers, pineapples 

and more. It is intimately connected to the Golden Ratio, and 

thereby to the Vitruvian man and all that is aesthetically pleasing to 

us as humans. 

While it is comforting that the beautiful fundamentals of 

mathematics do not change, many aspects of the world around 

us are changing constantly. The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 

rocked our world so completely that terms like “the new normal”, 

“models behaving badly”, and “black swan events” came into 

vogue. Recently, the global pandemic revived the use of such 

terms, and—in an even more startling turn—disrupted the basic 

assumptions and dynamics underlying our society.  

Insurance companies have long been conscious of tail-risk 

events and the related consequences, in many cases weathering 

unexpected storms through careful risk management, planning, 

and by staying true to mathematical and investment fundamentals.  

However, stability alone is not always enough, as insurers must be 

competitive for both policyholders and shareholders. And indeed, 

amid the prolonged low-rate environment of recent years, many 

insurers have looked for ways to enhance yield without taking on 

more risk. While there are no magic assets, and “high” yield might 

not be realistic for “low” risk, there are ways insurers can enhance 

yield without diminishing quality—namely through allocations to 

certain types of investment grade private assets.

Y IELD EN H A NCEM EN T FROM 
TR IED-A N D-TRU E A SSET CL A SSES

While many insurers have been increasing allocations to 

asset classes like commercial mortgage loans (CMLs), private 

placements and infrastructure debt in search of more attractive 

yields, others are considering such investments for the first time. 

Based on our peer study of 14 large life insurance and reinsurance 

companies, the weighted average allocation to CMLs as of 

December 2019 was approaching 11%, an increase from 9% in 

2015. Although private placements and infrastructure debt data is 

not as readily available, a deeper dive into the annual statements 

from insurance companies indicates that some larger insurers, 

as well as those focused on the annuity market, tend to allocate 

well over 20% to a combination of private placements and 

infrastructure debt.1

Health and Property & Casualty (P&C) insurers have not allocated 

as much to privates, largely due to duration and liquidity 

considerations. Based on our peer study of 11 P&C insurers, the 

weighted average allocation to CMLs is 2%, with a range from 

0% to 8%. Recently, shorter-term or floating IG private assets, in 

particular, are attracting the attention of health and P&C insurers 

seeking to enhance yield and diversify portfolios.

“While there are no magic 
assets, and ‘high’ yield 

might not be realistic for 
‘low’ risk, there are ways 

insurers can enhance 
yield without diminishing 
quality—namely through 

allocations to certain 
types of investment
grade private assets.”

1. Excludes 144A and RegS registered securities
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Core Commercial 

Mortgage Loans
Private Placement Debt Infrastructure Debt

Credit Quality A A/BBB A/BBB

Target Spreads*
Swaps + 120–150 bps U.S. 
Swaps + 115–200 bps Euro

T + 150–300 bps T + 150–300 bps

Structure

5–15 year maturity

Fixed 

Amortization of principal

Make whole provisions for prepayment

5–30 year maturity

Fixed or floating

Bullet or amortizing

Make whole provisions for prepayment

5–30 year maturity

Fixed or floating

Bullet or amortizing

Make whole provisions for prepayment

Key Features

Originated by locally based teams

Secured by property

Historically low defaults 
and high recovery

Stable cash flows

Strong covenants

Historically low volatility

Typically secured by assets

Stable cash flows

Strong covenants

Primarily senior secured

Essential infrastructure assets

Defensive in times of stress

Stable cash flows

Illiquidity Premium 25–75 bps 50–100 bps 75–175 bps

Est BCAR Charge 

(AM Best)

5.0% 
Based on asset class

1.9–7.4%
Based on rating and tenor

1.9–7.4%
Based on rating and tenor

Est BSCR Charge 

(Bermuda)

5.0% 
Based on asset class

1.5–3.0%
Based on rating

1.5–3.0%
Based on rating

Est NAIC Life 

RBC Charge

0.9–1.75%
CM1–CM2

0.4% to 1.3%
NAIC 1–NAIC 2

0.4% to 1.3%
NAIC 1–NAIC 2

Est NAIC Health & 

P/C RBC Charge

5.0% 
Based on asset class

0.3% to 1.0%
NAIC 1–NAIC 2

0.3% to 1.0%
NAIC 1–NAIC 2

Suitable Under 

Solvency II Including 

the Matching 

Adjustment

Yes, with make whole provisions
cash flow certainty

FIG URE 1 :  PRIVATE A SSE T S AT A G L ANCE 

SOURCE:  Based on Barings data and market observations. As of April 30, 2021.

BCAR=Best’s Capital Adequacy Relativity

BSCR=Basic Solvency Capital Requirement 
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PRIVATE A SSETS CONTINUE TO OFFER OPPORTUNITIES TO ADD YIELD

Figure 2 shows spreads for A/BBB rated CMLs and private placements/infrastructure debt as compared to publicly 

traded investment grade corporates—illustrating the tendency of relative value to shift between public and private IG 

asset classes over time. Even so, the fundamental truth remains that IG privates have consistently provided opportunities 

and added yield. Over the last five years, for instance, CMLs provided roughly 50 basis points (bps) over corporates, on 

average, while private placements and Infrastructure debt offered a premium of roughly 75 bps.

FIG URE 2 :  PRIVATE SPRE ADS VS .  A /BBB PUBLIC CORPOR ATE BONDS

SOURCE: Based on Barings data. As of March 31, 2021. 

In other words, while the specific opportunities have changed, the bottom-up fundamentals of private market value and 

opportunities remain consistent. However, key to unlocking value within the private IG asset classes is access to the market, 

relationships with market participants, and the ability to select opportunities while filtering out unattractive deals. In a 

nutshell, sustainable value results from private underwriting, access, relationships, and the potential illiquidity premium.

S TR ATEGIC PORTFOLIO BENEFITS OF ADDING PRIVATE INVES TMENT GR ADE A SSETS 

The potential yield enhancement offered by private assets is particularly evident in a comparison of two portfolios of 

similar duration and credit quality—one with a 100% allocation to IG public corporate debt and one with a 70% allocation 

to IG public corporates along with an allocation of 10% each to CMLs, private placements and infrastructure debt.

As demonstrated, including a 30% allocation to private IG assets is estimated to increase the overall portfolio yield by 20 

bps (based on long-term achievable spread assumptions) with only a small increase in required capital (FIGURE 3 ). In 

Solvency regulatory regimes including the U.K., Europe and Bermuda, the asset yield can be a factor in determining the 

reserve discount rate—thus further reducing the overall reserve/capital requirements. Each company’s yield assumption/

target should be set in a manner consistent with other objectives including the time to put money to work, diversification 

within the allocation, tenor, and specific quality constraints.  

The lower risk of the 70/30 portfolio is less due to low correlation to other asset classes, and more a result of the strong 

covenants and high-quality collateral typical of private assets. While the expenses for managing private IG assets are 

higher than public asset expenses, the expected defaults are lower. Core CML defaults, for instance, are expected to be 

zero. Defaults for private placements and infrastructure debt are expected to be about half of those for public corporates 

of similar credit quality.2

2. Based on Barings data and market observations. 
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Duration 3 Duration 8

Portfolio 

Allocation

100% IG Public 

Corps

70%/30% IG 

Public/Private

100% IG Public 

Corps

70%/30% IG 

Public/Private

Gross Yield 1.01% 1.21% 2.82% 3.02%

Average Credit Quality A-/BBB+ A-/BBB+ A-/BBB+ A-/BBB

NAIC Life RBC 0.85% 0.90% 0.85% 0.90%

NAIC P/C RBC 0.65% 1.08% 0.65% 1.08%

AM Best BCAR 3.34% 3.75% 5.52% 5.52%

Bermuda SCR 2.25% 2.52% 2.25% 2.52%

SOURCE: Barings data and market observations.

FIN DING TACTICA L VA LU E POST-
COV ID—A CLOSER LOOK AT CMLs

Consistent with the theme of nothing new under the 

sun, and cliché as it might be, the three most important 

considerations for real estate remain, LOCATION, 

LOCATION, LOCATION! Commercial mortgage loan 

originators are familiar with their respective territories 

and understand their local dynamics, typically visiting 

and inspecting each property to underwrite the 

mortgage. In addition to the location and viability of the 

building, key underwriting considerations include the 

property type, long-term value of the building, quality 

of the tenants, and financial stability of the borrower. 

From the borrower’s perspective, the relationship with 

the lender is also important. Specifically, the lender’s 

ability to execute the mortgage in a timely fashion and 

to provide consistency in servicing capabilities, as well 

as flexibility with regard to negotiating contractual 

provisions like refinancing and prepayment, are critical. 

Indeed, such considerations could motivate high-

quality borrowers to work with non-CMBS lenders.

WHOLE LOANS OR 
PARTICIPATION AGREEMENTS

WHOLE LOANS

One lender invests in the entire loan

Retain control

Able to pledge whole loans to Federal 

Home Loan Banks (FHLB)

Could take longer to create a diverse 

portfolio; larger investment bite sizes

PARTICIPATION AG RE EME NT S

Lead lender retains control

Alignment of interests as all investors 

have skin in the game

Cannot pledge participations to the FHLB

Can more quickly create a diverse portfolio; 

smaller investment bite sizes

IG Public Corporates 70%

Infra Debt 10% 

Private Placements 10% 

CMLs 10% 

100% IG Public Corporates

FIG URE 3:  THE PORTFOLIO IMPAC T OF PRIVATE A SSE T S 
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FAVOR ABLE C APITAL TRE ATMENT

High quality CMLs tend to receive favorable capital treatment under most regulatory 

systems. Outside the U.S., the solvency rules vary and require differing levels of 

stress tests and modeling—however, the liability matching characteristics as well 

as the historically low risk have resulted in a favorable view under many regimes. 

In the U.S., the capital requirements are based on the CM rating. The table below 

shows the CM capital requirements alongside the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners’ (NAIC) bond rating categories and capital requirements—note the 

NAIC has indicated it will implement more granular bond rating categories (for each 

rating notch) by the end of 2021.

FIG URE 4:  HIG H- QUALIT Y CML s TEND TO RECEIVE FAVOR ABLE 
C APITAL TRE ATMENT 

*The LTV and DSC descriptions shown apply to office, retail, multi-family and industrial 

property types. Separate CM criteria apply for hotels and specialty properties.

In the U.S., the prescribed NAIC C-1 RBC requirements for CMLs correspond to CM 

ratings based on the loan-to-value (LTV) and debt service coverage (DSC) ratio for 

each loan.

Over 95% of the CMLs owned by life insurers are CM1 and CM2.

CM1 and CM2 (“core” mortgages) are considered investment grade quality.

NAIC 

Rating 

CM 

Rating* 

Life Co 

RBC 
Description

1 0.40% AA to A-

1 0.90% DSC=>1.50x and LTV <85%-

2 1.30% BBB+ to BBB-

2 1.75% .95<= DSC <1.50x / LTV<75%

3 3.00% DSC<.95x and LTV <85%

3 4.60% BB+ to BB-

4 5.00% DSC<.95x and LTV=>100%

5 7.50% DSC<.95x and LTV=>105%

4 10.00% B+ to B-

“Outside the U.S., the solvency rules vary 
and require differing levels of stress tests 
and modeling—however, the liability 
matching characteristics as well as the 
historically low risk have resulted in a 
favorable view under many regimes.”
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FIG URE 5:  YE AR- OVER-YE AR ORIG INATION VOLUME BY PROPERT Y AND INVES TOR T YPE 

SOURCE: MBA quarterly data book, Q4 2020.

VOLUME RETURNING SEC TOR BY SEC TOR  

According to the Mortgage Bankers Association Quarterly Databook—a comprehensive source of data for commercial 

mortgage loans and the real estate market overall—volume picked up in the fourth quarter of 2020, but originations were 

still down 18% compared to the fourth quarter of 2019. Borrowing for hotels and retail buildings, in particular, remained 

weak. Multi-family lending, led by government-backed financing, saw the strongest CML activity year-over-year. 

Property Type Change in Volume from 2019 to 2020

Multi-family -8%

Office -50%

Retail -69%

Industrial -18%

Hotel -77%

Health Care -27%

Total -30%

Investor Type

CMBS/Conduit -58%

Commercial Banks -44%

Life Insurers -39%

Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac +18%

Prior to COVID-19, core CML spread levels had been generally consistent, pricing in the 100–200 bps spread range, since 

January 2019. While the onset of the pandemic and resulting uncertainty caused the market to freeze for several weeks, deal 

volume and inquiries increased significantly during the second half of 2020. As volume has continued to pick up in 2021, 

more investors have been left chasing fewer sectors—leading to short-term spread compression within the multi-family and 

industrial sectors in particular. However, as the recovery unfolds and uncertainty diminishes within the office, retail and hotel 

sectors, spreads will likely rebound accordingly, creating opportunities for investors.

Even while spreads remain tight for core CMLs, they continue to represent a material premium over corporates of similar credit 

quality, particularly considering the historically and expected low level of defaults for high-quality CMLs. Here too, nothing has 

changed—with fundamental, bottom-up underwriting still a key component of uncovering the best risk-adjusted opportunities.
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FIG URE 6:  SPRE ADS REM AIN TIG HT FOR CORE CML s

SOURCE: Barings. As of December 31, 2020. Data represents U.S. core loans only.
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HIS TORIC ALLY LOW DELINQUENCIES

At the end of last year, life insurers held roughly 15% of all outstanding CMLs.3 Over time, the high-quality nature of 

insurance company CMLs has resulted in extremely low delinquency rates, even in times of turmoil. In fact, delinquency 

rates for CMLs have not exceeded 0.5% since 2000, remaining below 0.5% during the GFC and just above 0% in the wake 

of the pandemic—well under their peak of roughly 7% in the 1990s. In contrast, CMBS delinquencies were 7.5% as of 

the end of last year, having peaked at 9.5% during the financial crisis.4 And while these delinquency rates are not directly 

comparable among investor groups as the risk/reward trade-offs and credit quality differs, the rates do serve as a helpful 

reference point to contextualize the low risk associated with insurance company-owned CMLs.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFIC ATION

A well-diversified CML portfolio includes loans dispersed geographically and among property types. In addition to 

diversification within the portfolio, CMLs offer diversification as compared with other asset classes.

FIG URE 7:  CML s OFFER THE POTENTIAL FOR DIVERSIFIC ATION VS .  OTHER A SSE T CL A SSES

PROPE RT Y T YPE G EO G R APHY

SOURCE: Giliberto-Levy Commercial Mortgage Index. As of September 30, 2020. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 

INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

Sources: Bloomberg, Giliberto-Levy, Moody’s, NAREIT, S&P, BRE Research. As of September 30, 2020. Based on quarterly 

total returns for: NCREIF Property Index, Giliberto-Levy Commercial Mortgage Index, NAREIT Equity REIT and Mortgage 

REIT indexes, Barclays bond indexes (Non-Agency CMBS, High Yield, U.S. Corp, U.S. Govt), S&P 500 Index.

3 & 4.   Source: Mortgage Bankers Association Quarterly Databook. As of December 31, 2020. 

Private RE 

Equity 

Private RE 

Debt

Equity 

REITs

Mortgage 

REITs CMBS

High 

Yield

Corporate 

Bonds

Government 

Bonds Stocks 

Private RE Equity 1.00

Private RE Debt 0.08 1.00

Equity REITs 0.24 0.31 1.00

Mortgage REITs -0.07 0.25 0.55 1.00

CMBS 0.08 0.74 0.61 0.38 1.00

High Yield -0.07 0.25 0.65 0.52 0.63 1.00

Corporate Bonds -0.21 0.47 0.41 0.55 0.65 0.51 1.00

Government 
Bonds

-0.07 0.34 -0.26 -0.17 0.07 -0.47 0.36 1.00

Stocks 0.14 -0.07 -0.68 0.48 0.32 0.74 0.25 -0.61 1.00

Southwest 2% ($48)Student Housing 2% ($64) 

Canada 1% ($25) 

Northeast 5% ($154)Retail 11% ($299)

Mid-Atlantic 5% ($145) Hospitality 7% ($207) 

South Atlantic 13% ($375)Other 14% ($396)

Mountain 10% ($267) Industrial 12% ($320) 

Midwest 17% ($480) Apartment 34% ($952)

West 33% ($912)

U.K. 14% ($393)Office 20% ($561)
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NOTHING N EW U N DER THE SU N

Just as the beauty of mathematics is reliable despite the changing times, the fundamental 

truth remains that IG privates have consistently provided opportunities for insurers to add yield 

without diminishing quality. While insurers are in various stages when it comes to allocating 

to private assets, there seems to be a growing acknowledgement of the potential benefits on 

offer, particularly as insurers seek to meet their specific investment outcomes/pricing targets in 

today’s prolonged low-yielding environment. 

As we explored in this piece, core CMLs in particular can offer a number of benefits—from 

a material spread premium over similarly rated corporates, to low historical defaults and 

delinquency rates, to diversification. However, fundamental, bottom-up underwriting remains 

a key component of uncovering the best risk-adjusted opportunities. Further, given the 

tendency of relative value to fluctuate over time and across different regions and sectors, 

partnering with a manager that has a wide frame of reference and visibility across public and 

private markets is critical.
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